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THE WONDERFUL PROPERTIES ASCRIBED To GEODES 

K.F.G. HOSKING, 18 Penlu, Tuckingmill, Camborne, Cornwall TR14 &NL, England. 

The present-day mineralogist is concerned fundamentally with the 
investigations of minerals by physical and chemical techniques which are 
based on solid scientific principles. He aims at establishing, for .example, 
the composition of the species under examination and hOW, and under what 
circumstances, it can be created by natural processes... Others, most of 
whom are not mineralogists, are .interested solely in the beauty displayed 
by single crystals, cut or in the natural state, and by aggregates of 
crystals. And there are those people living today whose interest in 
minerals stems, from their belief that some of them possess curative and 
other magical properties. In the past such beliefs were doubtless far 
more widspread and common than they are today. The geodes are such bodies 
which were thought, as will be clear later, to possess some remarkable 
properties. 

In case there are those who when reading this note, do not recall the 
characteristics of geodes I insert the following abstract from "Dictionary 
of Geological Terms", 1962, p. 204, New York:-

Geodes are "Ho~ZouJ, gZobu~aP bodies, varying in size from an inah to 
a foot OP mope •.•••••.•••• Signifiaant featupes aPe (1) subsphePiaaZ 
shape, (2) a hoZ~ow intePiop, (3) a a~ay fi~m between the geode wa~~ 
and the ena~osing ~imestone matPi~, (4) an outep aha~aedonia ~ayep, (5) 
an intePiop drusy ~ining of inwa:rod projeating arystaZs, and (6) evi~ae 
of expansion OP growth". 

On page 104 of the 1955 translation, by Bandy and Bandy, of Agricola's 
De Natura Fossilium (Textbook of Mineralogy) which saw the light of day in 
1546, one finds ·the following account of the remarkable properties .which 
geodes were then thought to possess:- ,~ZZ geodes ape dry and aeFtain 
ones aPe as tPingent. A geode wiLl pupge mattep whiah may aovep the eyes 
and when mixed with watep and used as a saZve it peduaes infiamrnation of 
the ,bpeast and testes. When it aontained smaLl pebbZes the Gpeek& 
beZ'l.eved that it wou~d keep the fetus in plaae and ppevent misaa:roPiage if 
fastened to the Zeft fOPeam of a pPegnant woman and when bound to hep 
Zeft thigh wouZd peduae ~aboup pains and peT'1Tlit a painless de~ivery. 
PZiny wPites, howevep, that it is effiaatious onZy.wh~n it has been new~y 
taken fpom the ea:roth". 

Did these beliefs stem, at least in part, to the fact that to the 
ancients, the geode was shapewise, etc., reminiscent of the womb? 

ManusaPipt peaeived 23 FebpuaPY, 1982. 
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